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Safari Ltd® Snags
Best Dino and Non-Dino
Figure of the Year!

Hot off the press… Safari Ltd® does it again! Prehistoric Times magazine named our Malawisaurus the Best Dinosaur Figure of 2018! And if
one victory lap wasn’t enough, our Mastodon has been awarded Best
Non-Dinosaur Prehistoric Animal Toy Figure of 2018!
LET’S GET TO KNOW OUR MVPS
Although our American Mastodon figure appears to resemble the
beloved Wholly Mammoth, don’t confuse this prehistoric mammal
with its doppelganger! Measuring 8 inches long and 4 ½ inches tall,
it’s modeled after the American Mastodon. This rebel group split
from other members of the order Proboscidea around 25 million
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years ago and went extinct approximately 11,000 years ago. The
American Mastodon is part of the Wild Safari® Prehistoric World
collection.
Our Malawisaurus figure isn’t nearly as large as the real thing,
but it’s still no slouch at 14 inches long and 4 inches high. Modeled after the mighty Malawisaurus, this dinosaur was a relatively
small Titanosaurid Sauropod from the early Cretaceous Period.
Like other Titanosaurs, it featured large dermal scales covering
the skin on its back! The Malawisaurus is part of the Wild Safari®
Prehistoric World collection.
LUCKY NUMBER 7
Safari Ltd® is proud to receive this honor for the 7th year in a row!
As a company dedicated to Toys That Teach®, Safari Ltd®’s figures are designed to provide a scientifically
accurate experience to help children learn as they play. This is especially true in the world of paleontology,
where new discoveries are constantly reshaping what we know about the creatures of the past.
ABOUT SAFARI LTD®
Safari Ltd® is an American owned, family operated manufacturer of hand-painted scientifically accurate Toys
That Teach®, based in Miami Lakes, Florida. Their mission is to teach children the importance of nature and its
conservation through the joy of play. These authentic, hand-painted figurines have captivated kids, collectors
and animal lovers around the globe for over 30 years and 3 family generations. The company’s products can
be found in aquariums, zoos, and museums all over the world. Offerings include scientifically accurate figurines based on wildlife, farm animals, prehistoric creatures,
and dragons and other fantastical beings. Safari Ltd®’s goal is to provide
educational products that allow fans young and old to Discover the
Frontiers of Their Imaginations®. Safari Ltd® is also dedicated
to conservation efforts across the globe and has contributed to several philanthropic organizations including the
MOTE Marine Laboratory, Fairchild Tropical Botanic
Garden, the Humane Society of Greater Miami,
the Loggerhead Marinelife Center, the Nature
Conservancy, National Eagle Center and
the Sierra Club.
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